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Abstract

Cross-language (CL) plagiarism detection aims at detecting plagiarised
fragments of text among documents in different languages. In this work we
perform a comparison of different methods that make use of continuous-space
representations of language to perform the task of CL plagiarism detection.
We also present continuous word alignment-based similarity analysis, a new
model to estimate similarity between text fragments. In addition, we study
the combination of our continuous representations with the knowledge-based
similarity analysis model. We compare the aforementioned approaches with
several state-of-the-art models and studied their performance in detecting
different length and obfuscation types of plagiarism cases. We conduct ex-
periments over Spanish-English and German-English datasets. Experimen-
tal results show that continuous representations allow the continuous word
alignment-based similarity analysis model to obtain competitive results and
the knowledge-based similarity analysis model to outperform existing state-
of-the-art in CL plagiarism detection.
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1. Introduction

Automatic plagiarism detection refers to the task of automatically identi-
fying which fragment of text is plagiarised. Automatic plagiarism detection
task involves finding plagiarised fragments fq from a suspicious document
dq along with the source fragment fs from a collection of source documents
D. In cross-language setting, suspicious and source documents are written in
different languages, referred as cross-language plagiarism detection (Potthast
et al., 2011a; Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013). This study aims to study differ-
ent dimensions of external plagiarism detection techniques for CL plagiarism
detection.

There exist many approaches to CL plagiarism detection (Potthast et al.,
2008; Barrón-Cedeño, 2012; Gupta et al., 2012; Franco-Salvador et al., 2013,
2016). For the first time, we analyse the performance of continuous models
such as Siamese neural network (S2Net) (Yih et al., 2011), bilingual autoen-
coder (BAE) (Gupta et al., 2014; Lauly et al., 2014), external data compo-
sition neural network (XCNN) (Gupta et al., 2015) for cross-language repre-
sentation for CL plagiarism detection. We also investigate an alternative for
continuous word composition when measuring similarity between texts. The
Continuous Word Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CWASA) employs
directed word alignments on top of the word embeddings to measure the dis-
tance between two texts. This study also investigates the Knowledge-Based
Similarity analysis (KBSim) model and its combination with the aforemen-
tioned continuous models. KBSim combines relevance cues from knowledge
graphs — generated by means of a multilingual semantic network —, and
vector space models (VSM) for estimating cross-language similarity. The ob-
jective of this study is to analyse the viability and performance of continuous
models as the vector component of KBSim instead of the VSM. Compared
with that representation, continuous models offered in the past higher perfor-
mance when measuring text (Platt et al., 2010) similarity and may increase
KBSim performance.

We carry experiments on standard plagiarism dataset PAN-PC-2011 for
two languages Spanish-English (ES-EN) and German-English (DE-EN) in
two settings: i) entirely plagiarised suspicious-source document linking (Expt.
A); and ii) plagiarised fragments identification within entire documents (Expt.
B). We also present an extensive analyses on performance of these algorithms
for different length and types of plagiarism cases. Our experiments show that
though continuous models have a small coverage ( 20k words) and trained on
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a parallel corpus of a limited size, they show strong performance, especially
when composed with CWASA, compared to many vector space models which
have full coverage. Moreover, when combined together using Knowledge Base
similarity analysis (KBsim) (Franco-Salvador et al., 2014), performance is su-
perior than any other model alone which points to the fact that knowledge
graph and continuous-based models capture different aspects of cross-lingual
similarity for CL plagiarism detection.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present re-
lated work on cross-language plagiarism detection and continuous models for
cross-language similarity estimation. We detail state-of-the-art approaches
for CL plagiarism detection and continuous representation-based models in
Section 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 covers the details on KBSim model.
We present our experimental framework with results and analyses in Sec-
tion 6. Finally, in Section 7 we summarise concluding remarks.

2. Related work

Similarly to some monolingual models for plagiarism (Clough et al., 2003;
Maurer et al., 2006), an effective approach for languages with lexical and
syntactic similarities, such as the Romance and the Germanic languages,
is the Cross-Language Character n-Gram (CL-CNG) model (Mcnamee and
Mayfield, 2004). This model employs vectors of character n-grams to model
texts, and uses a weighting schema and a measure of similarity between
vectors such as the cosine similarity.

Several approaches have been proposed to measure CL similarity be-
tween any language pair. Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-
ESA) (Potthast et al., 2008) extends the classical ESA (Gabrilovich and
Markovitch, 2007) to represent each text by its similarities with a multi-
lingual document collection. Using a multilingual document collection with
comparable documents across languages, e.g. Wikipedia, the resulting vec-
tors from different languages can be compared directly.

The use of parallel corpora has been explored too. The Cross-Language
Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA) model (Barrón-Cedeño et al.,
2008; Pinto et al., 2009; Barrón-Cedeño, 2012) is based on statistical machine
translation. This model uses a statistical bilingual dictionary – generated
with parallel corpora – to translate words to then perform an alignment of
the texts. The alignment takes into account the probabilities of translations
and the differences of length of equivalent texts in different languages.
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Other type of approaches exploit multilingual knowledge bases or seman-
tic thesauri. The Cross-Language Conceptual Thesaurus based Similarity
(CL-CTS) model (Gupta et al., 2012) aims at measuring the similarity be-
tween the texts in terms of shared concepts and named entities, using the
Eurovoc conceptual thesaurus.2 It offered an average performance compared
to CL-ASA and CL-CNG excelling specially for Spanish-English. In contrast,
the Cross-Language Knowledge Graph Analysis (CL-KGA) model (Franco-
Salvador et al., 2013, 2016) uses a multilingual semantic network to create
knowledge graphs in order to model the context of documents. This knowl-
edge graph representation covers aspects such as concept relatedness, vo-
cabulary expansion or word sense disambiguation. CL-KGA obtained state-
of-the-art results for CL plagiarism detection, also in cases with paraphras-
ing. In addition, the Knowledge-Based Similarity analysis (KBSim) (Franco-
Salvador et al., 2014) model has been presented as an improved version of
CL-KGA for CL document retrieval and categorisation. Apart from knowl-
edge graphs, this model also includes a vector component. However, it has
not been evaluated yet for CL plagiarism detection.

In recent years, plagiarism detection has been actively addressed in the
evaluation lab on uncovering plagiarism, authorship, and social software mis-
use (PAN)3 at the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF).
The plagiarism detection shared task (Potthast et al., 2014) encourages par-
ticipants to submit detectors in order to compete at identifying the plagiarism
cases in the provided corpus. The 2010 and 2011 editions (Potthast et al.,
2010a, 2011b) contained also cross-language partitions in German-English
and Spanish-English. Similarly to Corezola Pereira et al. (2010), the most
popular technique to handle CL plagiarism detection at PAN involved ma-
chine translation systems, translating all the documents to the language of
comparison beforehand. However, this put forward a heavy dependence on
availability of Machine Translation (MT) systems in the involved languages
and their quality. In addition, we consider that those methods are not pure
CL detectors, but excellent monolingual plagiarism detection systems with
a MT preprocessing. Hence we compare our proposed model to CL pla-
giarism detection systems which do not depend on complete MT systems.4

2http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
3pan.webis.de/
4CL-ASA employs a statistical dictionary but includes a complex language alignment

model.
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In Barrón-Cedeño et al. (2013) we can find a comparison of CL-ASA and
CL-CNG using the Spanish-English partition of PAN’11 competition, where
the models have been also compared with a system (T+MA) employing MT
to analyse the similarities at monolingual level. The paper concludes that
T+MA is superior in short cases of plagiarism but very close to CL-ASA,
which offers a higher precision in all the experiments and better performance
for long cases of plagiarism.

In (Franco-Salvador et al., 2016) CL-KGA was compared with CL-CNG,
CL-ESA and CL-ASA obtaining the highest results in Spanish-English and
German-English plagiarism detection. In addition, a comparison of the CL-
CNG, CL-ESA and CL-ASA models for CL plagiarism detection has been
provided in Potthast et al. (2011a). Different performances were observed in
function of the task, languages, and dataset employed. For instance, CL-
ESA and CL-CNG were more stable across datasets, obtaining a higher
performance on the comparable Wikipedia dataset. In contrast, CL-ASA
obtained better results on the parallel JRC-Acquis dataset. Finally, CL-
CNG reduced the quality for language pairs without lexical and syntactic
similarities. Therefore, for the sake of completeness in this work we decided
to compare our continuous word representation models with the CL-CNG,
CL-ESA, CL-ASA, and CL-KGA models plus KBSim, the CL-KGA refine-
ment.

There is also a significant advancement in the area of coninuous rep-
resentation learning for text generally referred as latent semantic models.
Latent semantic models map the high dimensional term vectors into a low
dimensional abstract space referred to as latent space. There are broadly two
categories of approaches: i) generative topic models, and ii) projection based
models. Generative topic models, like latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), rep-
resent the high dimensional term vectors in a low-dimensional latent space
of hidden topics. The projection based methods, like latent semantic analy-
sis (LSA), learn a projection operator to map high-dimensional term vectors
to low-dimensional latent space (Deerwester et al., 1990; Blei et al., 2003;
Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Mikolov et al., 2013b). There also exist
cross-lingual variants of these models which try to learn embeddings of text
in cross-language space. Cross-language latent semantic indexing (CL-LSI)
is a cross-linguage extension of latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Dumais et al.,
1997). Oriented principle component analysis (OPCA) tries to learn translin-
gual projection matrix by solving a generalised eigen value problem (Platt
et al., 2010). Similarly, Siamese neural network based S2Net learns the same
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projection matrix through backpropagation error of distance between paral-
lel sentence pairs (Yih et al., 2011). There also exist non-linear deep neural
network based solutions to learn such cross-lingual embeddings through deep
autoencoders (Gupta et al., 2014; Lauly et al., 2014; Chandar A. P. et al.,
2014) and composition neural networks (Gupta et al., 2015). In this study
we examine the performance of many of these models for CL plagiarism de-
tection and more details on them are presented in Section 4.

3. Methods for cross-language plagiarism detection

In this section we describe more in detail the state-of-the-art methods for
cross-language plagiarism detection. In order to detect plagiarised sections
of text between two documents dL and d′L′ written in languages L and L′, we
first segment them to obtain the sets of fragments FC ∈ dL and FC′ ∈ d′L.5

Next, we use a model to obtain the set of cross-language similarities SF =
{S(F, F ′)} between all the pairs of text fragments (F, F ′), F ∈ FC and F ′ ∈
FC′. Once we obtain the set SF, we employ the method introduced in Barrón-
Cedeño (2012) and Barrón-Cedeño et al. (2013) to analyse the values and
determine which fragments of text are cases of plagiarism. This method is
described in Algorithm 1.6 This algorithm has been used for evaluating all
the models compared in the second experiment of the Section 6.4.

In this work, to obtain the set of cross-language similarities SF , we com-
pare our proposed approaches (see sections 4 and 5) with several state-of-
the-art models: CL-CNG, CL-ESA, CL-ASA and CL-KGA. We also employ
an approach we call Vector Space Model (VSM), which is later employed in
Section 5 as part of the knowledge-based similarity analysis model.

3.1. Cross-Language Character n-Grams

CL-CNG is a very simple model which decomposes the text in two lan-
guages into smaller units such as character n-grams. Standard normalisation
techniques are applied such as lower-casing and diacritics removal. CL-CNG
was originally proposed by Mcnamee and Mayfield (2004) for cross-language
information retrieval. We used n = 3 for our experiments and similarity

5We use a 5-sentence sliding window with a 2-sentence step to make the segmentation
into fragments.

6In this work we used the original thresholds employed in Barrón-Cedeño (2012)
and Barrón-Cedeño et al. (2013): thres1 = 1, 500 and thres2 = 2.
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Algorithm 1: Detailed analysis and postprocessing.

Input : the set of similarities SF = {S(F, F ′)} between all the pairs
of text fragments (F, F ′), F ∈ FC and F ′ ∈ FC′, FC ∈ dL
and FC′ ∈ d′L′

Output: PlagCases, a set containing the offsets of all the identified
cases of plagiarism

1 PlagCases← {}
// DETAILED ANALYSIS STEP:

2 foreach F ∈ FC do // For each text fragment of dL...

3 PF ←argmax5
F ′∈FC′S(F, F ′)

// PF contains the top 5 most similar fragments to d′L′

// POSTPROCESSING STEP:

4 repeat // Repeat until convergence...

// For each combination between fragments in PF ...

5 foreach pi ∈ PF do
6 foreach pj ∈ PF , i 6= j do

/* if the distance in dL between two fragments of PF

is lower than thres1, merge them: */

7 if δ(pi, pj) < thres1 then
8 merge fragments(pi, pj)

/* δ(., .) returns the distance in characters between two

fragments using their beginning and end offsets. */

9 until no change
/* Select as plagiarism cases those in PF which combine more than

thres2 fragments: */

10 PlagCases = PlagCases ∪ {offsets(p ∈ PF | |p| > thres2)}
/* offsets(·) returns the beginning and end offsets of a

plagiarism case. */

11 return PlagCases

between such text representation is computed using cosine similarity as rec-
ommended in Potthast et al. (2011a).

3.2. Cross-language explicit semantic analysis

Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) (Potthast et al.,
2008) extends the explicit semantic analysis (Gabrilovich and Markovitch,
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2007) model to work in a cross-language scenario. This model represents each
text by its similarities with a document collection D, i.e., the topic of docu-
ment is qualified using the reference collection D. Even though the indexing
with D is performed at monolingual level, using a multilingual document
collection with comparable documents across languages, e.g. Wikipedia7,
the resulting vectors from different languages can be compared directly. For-
mally, having a matrix DL where rows represent documents of a collection
in a language L, a document dL is indexed as follows:

dDL
= DL · dTL, (1)

where dDL
denotes the resulting indexed vector of document dL in DL. Docu-

ments represented in dL and DL use a vector representation such as VSM with
term frequency-inverse document frequency (Salton et al., 1983) (TF-IDF)
weighting. The similarity between two documents dL and d′L′ is estimated
as ϕ(dDL

, d′DL′
), where ϕ is a vector similarity function such as the cosine

similarity, and dDL
and dDL′ are comparable document collections across L

and L′ languages.

3.3. Cross-language alignment-based similarity analysis

CL-ASA measures the similarity between two document by adapting
Bayes’ rule for machine translation — composition of language model and
translation model (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008). It computes the likelihood
of d′ to be translation of d as shown in Eq. 2.

S(d, d′) = %(d′) p(d | d′). (2)

CL-ASA uses %(d′) component as length model which captures the trans-
lation length factor as defined in (Pouliquen et al., 2003). The translation
model depicted by conditional probability p(d | d′) in Eq. 2 is replaced by a
statistical bilingual dictionary score and computed as shown in Eq. 3

ρ(d | d′) =
∑
x∈d

∑
y∈d′

p(x, y) , (3)

where, ρ(d | d′) no longer represents a probability measure and the dictionary
p(x, y) defines the likelihood of word x of being a valid translation of y. The

7https://es.wikipedia.org/
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CL-ASA model is trained as per the parameters reported in Barrón-Cedeño
et al. (2013).

3.4. Cross-language knowledge graph analysis

Cross-language Knowledge Graph Analysis (CL-KGA) (Franco-Salvador
et al., 2013, 2016) represents documents in a semantic graph space by means
of knowledge graphs. A knowledge graph is created as a subset of a multilin-
gual semantic network, e.g. BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012), focused
in the concepts belonging to a text. These graphs include several interest-
ing characteristics such as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), vocabulary
expansion and language independence. Therefore, knowledge graphs created
from documents in different languages can be directly compared. Formally,
having a pair of graphs (G,G′), G ∈ dL and G′ ∈ d′L′ , the similarity Sg(G,G

′)
between them is separately estimated for concepts and relations. The sim-
ilarity between the concepts is calculated using Dice’s coefficient (Jackson
et al., 1989):

Sc(G,G
′) =

2 ·
∑

c∈V(G)∩V(G′)

w(c)∑
c∈V(G)

w(c) +
∑

c∈V(G′)

w(c)
, (4)

where V(G) is the set of concepts in the graph and w(c) is the weight of a
concept c. Likewise, the similarity between the relations is calculated as:

Sr(G,G
′) =

2 ·
∑

r∈E(G)∩E(G′)

w(r)∑
r∈E(G)

w(r) +
∑

r∈E(G′)

w(r)
, (5)

where E(G) is the set of relations in the graph and w(r) is the weight of a
semantic relation r. Finally, the two above measures of conceptual (Sc) and
relational (Sr) similarity are interpolated to obtain an integrated measure
Sg(G,G

′) between knowledge graphs:

Sg(G,G
′) = a · Sc(G,G

′) + b · Sr(G,G
′), (6)
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Figure 1: Toy example to illustrate the capability of detection of the CL-KGA model
compared to the CL-ASA and the CL-C3G models. Higher intersection of same-coloured
boxes between languages represents a higher potential plagiarism case retrieval. c© Else-
vier. Reproduced with permissions.

where a and b, a+ b = 1, are the parameters of the relevance of concepts and
relations respectively.8

In this work concepts are weighted using their graph outdegree (Navigli
and Ponzetto, 2012). In contrast, relations are weighted using the origi-
nal weights between relations provided in BabelNet. These weights where

8In this work we used the optimal values provided in Franco-Salvador et al. (2016) for
concepts and relations which correspond with equal relevance for a and b.
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calculated using an extension of the extended gloss overlap measure (Baner-
jee and Pedersen, 2003) which weights semantic relations between Word-
Net (Fellbaum, 1998) and Wikipedia concepts.9 In Figure 1 we can see the
differences among CL-KGA, CL-C3G, and CL-ASA when detecting CL pla-
giarism. Thanks to the aforementioned characteristics, the use of knowledge
graphs allows to detect similarity even when the paraphrasing is employed
and the languages are not syntactically and semantically related. For more
details about the CL-KGA model please refer to the original works (Franco-
Salvador et al., 2013, 2016).

3.5. Vector space model

Vector Space Model (VSM) is a simple approach which represents doc-
uments using the TF-IDF weighting10 and compares them using the cosine
similarity. In order to make this approach cross-lingual and to counterbal-
ance possible translation errors, we followed Franco-Salvador et al. (2014)
and represented each document dL in a bilingual form dLL′ by concatenating
the vector dL with the vector dL′ which contains its translations using an sta-
tistical dictionary11 with TF-IDF re-weighting in function of the probabilities
of translation of the words.

We included this representation in order to later in Section 5 provide the
knowledge-based similarity measure with VSM as its vector component.

4. Continuous representations for cross-language plagiarism detec-
tion

This Section presents details of the continuous represenation learning al-
gorithms for cross-language similarity estimation. These models are usually
categorised according to the objective function they optimise and the type of
data they take in. Most of these models learn cross-lingual embeddings us-
ing parallel or comparable corpus. For a fair comparison, all of these models
are trained using the same parallel corpus. We used 250k English-Spanish

9Although Franco-Salvador et al. (2016) provided a new weighting schema for relations
based on continuous representations of concepts, their knowledge graph construction was
penalised in terms of computational time when using them. Therefore, in this work we
decided to use the classical ones in order to speed up the process.

10Preprocessing includes tokenisation, and stop-word and punctuation removal.
11We used the same dictionary employed with CL-ASA.
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and English-German parallel sentences from DGT-Translation Memory dis-
tributed by JRC12. For monolingual pre-initialisation in XCNN we use CLEF
ad-hoc retrieval corpus document titles.

4.1. Similarity Learning via Siamese Neural Network (S2Net)

Following the general Siamese neural network architecture (Bromley et al.,
1993), S2Net trains two identical neural networks concurrently. The S2Net
takes in parallel data with binary or real-valued similarity score and updates
the model parameters accordingly (Yih et al., 2011). It optimises a dynamic
objective function which is directly modelled by using cosine similarity. The
projection operation can be described as follows:

yd = W ∗ xd (7)

where, xd is the input term vector for document d, W is the learnt projection
matrix (represented by the model parameters) and yd is the latent represen-
tation of document d. The parameters of the S2Net are tuned according to
the details provided in Yih et al. (2011).

4.2. Bilingual Autoencoder (BAE)

Salakhutdinov and Hinton (2009) demonstrated that semantic modelling
by means of dimensionality reduction through deep autoencoders lead to
superior performance compared to the conventional LSA approach. Deep
autoencoders were extended to model cross-language data and are referred
to as bilingual autoencoders (Gupta et al., 2014; Lauly et al., 2014; Chan-
dar A. P. et al., 2014). These networks learn cross-language associations by
optimising the reconstruction error of the cross-language data.

The building block of the autoencoder is the Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chine (RBM). These deep networks are trained through a greedy layer-by-
layer pretraining stage followed by a supervised fine-tuning. The structures
of the network and the training architecture are shown in Fig. 2. For more
details, please refer to Gupta et al. (2014).

12https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/

dgt-translation-memory
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Figure 2: Left panel: pre-training of stacked RBMs where the upper RBM takes as input
the output of the lower RBM. Right panel: After pre-training the structure is “unrolled”
to create a multi-layer network which is fine-tuned by means of backpropagation to learn
an identity function x̂ ≈ x.

4.3. External data Composition Neural Networks (XCNN)

External-data composition neural network (XCNN) is based on a com-
position function that is implemented on top of a deep neural network that
provides a distributed learning framework (Gupta et al., 2015). Different
from many other models including S2Net and BAE, which solely rely on
only parallel/comparable data for training, XCNN exploits also monolingual
data for model training purposes. Specifically, it incorporates external rel-
evance signals such as pseudo-relevance data or clickthrough data into the
learning framework. The main motivation behind this strategy is that, mono-
lingual models can be initialised from such largely available relevance data
and then, with the help of a smaller amount of parallel data, the crosslin-
gual model can be trained. This property helps to gain more confidence for
under-represented terms in parallel data, i.e. terms with very low frequency.

The architecture of XCNN model training is shown in Fig. 3. XCNN
learns word embeddings in cross-lingual setting using objective function de-
fined in Eq. 8. It maximises the cosine similarity for a training example
for a positive sample and miminises it for a negative sample. The network
parameters are updated through backpropagation technique.

Jcl(θ) = cos(yl1 , y
+
l2

)− cos(yl1 , y
−
l2

) (8)
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Figure 3: Architecture of external-data composition neural network model for cross-lingual
training.

The representation for an input text is obtained through an addition
composition function as described below.

y
(l1)
i = g(W1 ∗ xi + b1)

y
(lj)
i = g(Wj ∗ y

l(j−1)

i + bj), j = 2, ...,m

y =
n∑

i=1

y
(lm)
i

(9)

where y
(lj)
i represents ith term xi in text in layer j of a neural network, lm

represents the output layer More details about XCNN can be found in Gupta
et al. (2015).

4.4. Continuous word alignment-based similarity analysis

The aforementioned continuous representation models learn a real-valued
high dimensional representation of texts of different length. All of them com-
bine the word level representations by summing over all the terms present
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in a text as bag-of-words model. In this section, we explain an alternative
method to combine word level vectors by means of alignments to represent
text. The Continuous Word Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CWASA)
model modifies the text-to-text relatedness proposed by (Hassan and Mi-
halcea, 2011) in order to estimate the similarity between documents by effi-
ciently aligning their continuous words using directed edges, i.e., we exploit
the fact that closest words between documents may have not reciprocal re-
lationships, e.g. in the sentences ”Michelle Obama from United States” and
”Barak Obama and the First Lady”, United States could have Barak Obama
as closest, and this could have Michelle Obama, who in turn could be both
direction the closest to First Lady. Formally, the similarity S(d, d′) between
two documents d and d′ is estimated as follows:

S(d, d′) =
1

|Φ|
∑
ck∈Φ

ck, (10)

where d = (x1, ..., xn) and d′ = (y1, ..., ym) are represented as lists of continu-
ous words, and Φ is generated from the list Φ′ = {c′1, ..., c′n+m} that satisfies
Equation 11:

c′k =


arg max

i=k,xi∈d,yj∈d′
ϕ(xi, yj), if k ≤ n

arg max
j=k−n,xi∈d,yj∈d′

ϕ(xi, yj), otherwise
(11)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n + m, ϕ is the cosine similarity
function, and being Φ = {c1, ..., cz | max(n,m) ≤ z ≤ n + m}, Φ ⊆ Φ′,
the set of cosine similarities without pairing repetitions13 that represents the
strongest semantic pairing between the continuous words of documents d and
d′.

Basically, in Eq. 11 we align each word in d with the closest one in d′ and
vice versa using directed relationships. Next, we remove duplicated align-
ments, i.e., those equally aligned in both directions. Finally, we use Eq. 10
to estimate the similarity score between d and d′ as the average of the different
alignments. We note that this problem can be efficiently solved by dynamic
programming. In addition, although this work is focused in a cross-lingual
setting, CWASA could be directly employed with monolingual continuous

13We do not permit same pair of words aligned twice.
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word representations (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b). We compare our CWASA
model with the classical bag-of-words sum representation in Section 6.

5. Hybrid models for cross-language plagiarism detection

The knowledge graphs generated with CL-KGA will only cover and relate
the most central concepts of a document. This is produced for the use of
a knowledge base (e.g. BabelNet) as core of the model. In general, this is
adequate when measuring similarity among documents of different topics, but
may not be enough to detect similarities in verbal tenses, out-of-vocabulary
words, or punctuation, e.g. similarity between ”I wait 4 u” and ”I ’ m waiting
4 u”). In contrast, more traditional representations such as the VSM will be
able to detect this small differences but will fail when detecting similarity
between topical-related documents, e.g. similarity between ”I love the capital
of France in July” and ”I like Paris in summer”).

The Knowledge-Based Similarity analysis (KBSim) (Franco-Salvador et al.,
2014) model extends the CL-KGA model in order to combine both the bene-
fits of the knowledge graph and the multilingual vector-based representations.
Key to this approach is the combination of both representations in function of
the relevance of the knowledge graphs. This allows to increase the contribu-
tion of multilingual vectors in case of non-informative graphs. Given a source
document d and a target document d′, we calculate the similarities between
the respective knowledge graph and multilingual vector representations, and
combine them to obtain a knowledge-based similarity as follows:

S(d, d′) = c(G)Sg(G,G
′) + (1− c(G))Sv(~v,~v

′), (12)

where Sg(G,G
′) is the knowledge graph similarity of Eq. 6, Sv(~v,~v

′) is the
vector-based similarity, and c(G) is an interpolation factor calculated as the
edge density of knowledge graph G:

c(G) =
|E(G)|

|V(G)|(|V(G)| − 1)
. (13)

Note that, using the factor c(G) to interpolate the two similarities in
Eq. 12, the relevance for the knowledge graphs and the multilingual vectors
is determined in a dynamic way. Indeed, c(G) makes the contribution of
graph similarity depend on the richness of the knowledge graph.

The vector-based similarity Sv(~v,~v
′) was originally calculated with the

VSM introduced in Section 3.5. However, in this work we are also comparing
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vector representations based on continuous words. In consequence, we are
also interested into analyse if the combination with such representations com-
plements knowledge graphs better than VSM. Therefore, in Section 6 we will
compare in total four additional models: KBSim (VSM), KBSim (S2Net),
KBSim (BAE), and KBSim (XCNN).

6. Evaluation

In this section we compare the different models in the task of CL plagia-
rism detection. We first describe the datasets and methodology employed.
Next, we present the results and analysis of the experiments.

6.1. Datasets

To evaluate the models we selected the PAN-PC-1114 dataset that was
created for the 2011 CL plagiarism detection competition of PAN at CLEF.15

The dataset consist of Spanish-English (ES-EN) and German-English (DE-
EN) partitions for CL plagiarism detection. The plagiarism cases were gen-
erated using translation obfuscation with Google translate.16 In addition,
PAN-PC-11 contains also cases of plagiarism with manual obfuscation after
automatic translation.17 These cases are CL paraphrasing cases of plagia-
rism. In Table 6.1 we can see the statistics of the dataset.

6.2. Methodology

In order to evaluate the models, employing always both ES-EN and DE-
EN language partitions, we perform two different experiments. In Section 6.3,
our first experiment shows the recall at character level of the models. This
experiment serves to show the potential of the models detecting plagiarism
cases before the detailed analysis and postprocessing detailed in Algorithm 1.
The recall is measured using the top k (R@k) most similar fragments of
text, where k = {1, 5, 10, 20}. However, in order to increase precision, in

14http://www.uni-weimar.de/en/media/chairs/webis/corpora/

corpus-pan-pc-11/
15http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
16https://translate.google.com/
17Although there exists an alternative dataset, PAN-PC-10 (http://www.uni-weimar.

de/en/media/chairs/webis/corpora/corpus-pan-pc-10/), we selected PAN-PC-11
due to this type of cases, which were not present in the 2010 edition.
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Spanish-English documents German-English documents

Suspicious 304 Suspicious 251
Source 202 Source 348

Plagiarism cases {Spanish,German}-English

Case length Obfuscation
– Long length cases 1,506 – Translated automatic obfuscation 5,142
– Medium length cases 2,118 – Translated manual obfuscation 433
– Short length cases 1,951

Table 1: Statistics of PAN-PC-11 cross-language plagiarism detection partitions.

Section 6.4 we conduct a second experiment. There, detections are filtered
using Algorithm 1 to determine what cases are really involved in plagiarism.
As evaluation metric of the experiment we selected the measures employed
at the PAN shared task: precision, recall, granularity, and plagdet (Potthast
et al., 2010b). Let S denote the set of plagiarism cases in the suspicious
documents, and let R denote the set of plagiarism detections the detector
reports for these documents. A plagiarism case s ∈ S represents a reference
to the characters that form that case. Likewise, a plagiarism detection r ∈ R
is represented as r. Based on these representations, the precision and the
recall at character level of R under S are measured as follows:

precision(S,R) =
1

|R|
∑
r∈R

|
⋃

s∈S(s u r)|
|r|

; (14)

recall(S,R) =
1

|S|
∑
s∈S

|
⋃

r∈R(s u r)|
|s|

, (15)

where s u r = s ∩ r if r detects s and ∅ otherwise. Note that precision and
recall do not account for the fact that plagiarism detectors sometimes report
overlapping or multiple detections for a single plagiarism case. To address
this issue, we also measured the detector’s granularity:

granularity(S,R) =
1

|SR|
∑
s∈SR

|Rs|, (16)

where SR ⊆ S are cases detected by detectors inR, andRs ⊆ R are detections
of S, i.e., SR = {s|s ∈ S ∧ ∃r ∈ R : r detects s} and Rs = {r|r ∈ R ∧ r
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detects s}. The three previous measures were integrated together in order to
obtain an overall score for plagiarism detection (plagdet):

plagdet(S,R) =
F1(S,R)

log2(1 + granularity(S,R))
. (17)

In both experiments of Section 6.3 and 6.4 we also included in a separated
subsection the analysis of results in function of the type of obfuscation and
document length of the plagiarism cases.

We compare the continuous word representation models, S2Net, BAE,
and XCNN (cf. Section 4) with the state-of-the-art CL-C3G18, CL-ESA,19

CL-ASA,20, VSM, and CL-KGA21 models (cf. Section 3). In addition, we
use our CWASA model (cf. Section 4.4) in order to represent documents by
means of continuous word alignments: CWASA (S2Net), CWASA (BAE),
and CWASA (XCNN). Finally, we show the performance of the original KB-
Sim model, KBSim (VSM), and the results when replacing the vector compo-
nent (VSM) for the document vectors of the continuous word representation
models: KBSim (S2Net), KBSim (BAE), and KBSim (XCNN). All our ta-
bles separate the models according to their category: (a) state-of-the-art
approaches; (b) continuous word representation-based approaches; (c) pro-
posed word-vector alignment-based approaches; and (d) hybrid approaches.

6.3. Experiment A: Cross-language similarity ranking

In this section we compare the R@k of the models when ranking the
most similar fragments of text with the plagiarism cases. First, we analyse
the results of the complete PAN-PC-11 dataset. Next, in Section 6.3.1 we
analyse the results in function of the type of plagiarism case. In Table 2 we

18CL-C3G is CL-CNG using character 3-grams, as recommended in Potthast et al.
(2011a).

19We used 10,000 Spanish-German-English comparable Wikipedia pages as document
collection. All pages contain more than 10,000 characters and were represented using
the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting. The similarities are
computed using the cosine similarity and the IDF of the words of the documents to index
is calculated from Wikipedia.

20We used a statistical dictionary trained using the word-alignment model IBM M1 (Och
and Ney, 2003) on the JRC-Acquis (Steinberger et al., 2006) corpus.

21Details about the tuning of the paramenters of CL-KGA and CL-ESA are provided
in Franco-Salvador et al. (2016)
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Spanish-English German-English
Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20

(a) CL-KGA 0.917 0.946 0.956 0.961 0.786 0.865 0.893 0.911
VSM 0.791 0.880 0.905 0.924 0.630 0.786 0.831 0.872
CL-ASA 0.663 0.787 0.819 0.853 0.523 0.693 0.755 0.806
CL-ESA 0.677 0.784 0.824 0.858 0.481 0.611 0.666 0.720
CL-C3G 0.497 0.672 0.743 0.805 0.204 0.393 0.489 0.593

(b) S2Net 0.637 0.763 0.809 0.852 0.508 0.675 0.744 0.799
XCNN 0.468 0.648 0.721 0.786 0.362 0.561 0.647 0.728
BAE 0.509 0.717 0.784 0.836 0.308 0.513 0.607 0.697

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.881 0.921 0.937 0.946 0.739 0.823 0.849 0.873
CWASA (S2Net) 0.859 0.909 0.921 0.936 0.601 0.731 0.779 0.818
CWASA (BAE) 0.536 0.695 0.754 0.803 0.543 0.701 0.760 0.806

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.920 0.949 0.956 0.961 0.809 0.878 0.901 0.921
KBSim (VSM) 0.927 0.955 0.961 0.965 0.794 0.871 0.896 0.915
KBSim (BAE) 0.917 0.945 0.956 0.962 0.791 0.870 0.893 0.911
KBSim (XCNN) 0.858 0.907 0.924 0.935 0.741 0.843 0.872 0.897

Table 2: Spanish-English and German-English performance analysis in terms of R@k,
where k = {1, 5, 10, 20}.

show the results for ES-EN and DE-EN.22 As we can see, DE-EN similarity
has been more difficult to detect for all the models. Overall, no differences
are found between the models with respect to the ranking order. Therefore
we can jointly analyse the differences between them. The models which
employ knowledge graphs, CL-KGA and KBSim, obtained the best results.
The difference between CL-KGA and other state-of-the-art models in R@1
is superior to 25% (absolute value), and highlights the potential of such type
of representations. The use of bilingual vectors and the TF-IDF re-weighting
benefited VSM that obtained interesting results too. It is followed, in order of
performance, by CL-ASA, CL-ESA, and CL-C3G, that has been the baseline
in all our experiments.

Compared to the state-of-the-art, the continuous representation models
of group (b) offered and average performance. The S2Net model obtained
superior results than XCNN and BAE, specially in DE-EN. Note that S2Net
and BAE directly learn representations of text using a bag-of-words format.

22In this work, for all the tables, the best results are highlighted — at type-of-model
level — in bold.
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Therefore, embeddings of large fragments of text are still representative. In
contrast, XCNN learns word-level embeddings and hence when projecting a
large fragment of text (∼1000 words) the summed embeddings flattens vec-
tors and loose discriminative power, affecting XCNN performance. However,
these comments refer the case when the cosine similarity is employed to com-
pare continuous vectors of documents based on the sum of word vectors. The
performance differs when the word vectors are used without this sum-based
composition.

The use of word alignments, i.e., by means of CWASA, produced notable
improvements respect to the sum of word vectors. e.g. CWASA (XCNN) is
40% superior to XCNN even when it is employing the same word vectors.
As we analyse in Section 6.3.1, the use of CWASA allows to successfully
measure similarity between texts of any length. This allowed to employ
XCNN word vectors to measure similarity between fragments of text with
superior results than CWASA (S2Net) and CWASA (BAE). In addition,
despite CWASA is not outperforming the CL-KGA model, for computational
time constraints we restricted the vocabulary to 20,000 words when using
continuous representations, and we are rivalling with a model that employs
BabelNet, a multilingual semantic network with more than 9M concepts.
The vocabulary coverage of the languages is about 82% for English, 72% for
Spanish, and 42% for German. This also justifies the decrease of performance
in DE-EN languages. A higher variety of stemmed words was observed for
the German agglutinative language, which have not been covered by the
vocabulary in the same amount than the other languages. We also note that
performance of BAE shows the highest variation from R@1 to R@5 among
all models: ∼21% After the manual analysis of the resulting embeddings and
the values of similarity between texts, we observed a very reduced variance:
lower than ∼10−2. This led the model to be less precise when differentiating
close elements and affected the performance of CWASA (BAE).

Finally, the combination of knowledge graphs with vectors produced the
best results. Thanks to the dynamic interpolation, the original KBSim
(VSM) model obtained higher results than CL-KGA and VSM separately.
We appreciate that the use of continuous vector representations allows to
successfully complement knowledge graphs too. KBSim (S2Net) obtained in
average the highest results of this experiment. Although KBSim (XCNN) do
not obtained such high results, the differences in R@5 are small. As we will
see in Section 6.4, such differences are not relevant when detecting plagiarism
and the models performance may change in function of the postprocessing
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Type of Spanish-English German-English
obfuscation Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20

(a) CL-KGA 0.846 0.908 0.930 0.939 0.710 0.801 0.851 0.864
VSM 0.696 0.796 0.841 0.877 0.549 0.721 0.781 0.832
CL-ESA 0.607 0.737 0.795 0.837 0.406 0.548 0.614 0.686
CL-ASA 0.533 0.662 0.712 0.756 0.387 0.569 0.643 0.713
CL-C3G 0.450 0.599 0.674 0.738 0.231 0.420 0.537 0.642

Translated (b) S2Net 0.545 0.672 0.725 0.799 0.444 0.622 0.685 0.742
manual BAE 0.458 0.635 0.713 0.767 0.297 0.500 0.579 0.677

obfuscation XCNN 0.414 0.610 0.669 0.744 0.358 0.572 0.653 0.743

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.799 0.864 0.888 0.899 0.641 0.749 0.782 0.808
CWASA (S2Net) 0.760 0.842 0.857 0.880 0.524 0.669 0.730 0.759
CWASA (BAE) 0.459 0.623 0.689 0.760 0.345 0.494 0.566 0.653

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.853 0.912 0.925 0.940 0.729 0.806 0.839 0.875
KBSim (VSM) 0.867 0.924 0.935 0.942 0.714 0.800 0.853 0.870
KBSim (BAE) 0.847 0.901 0.925 0.939 0.715 0.799 0.839 0.863
KBSim (XCNN) 0.764 0.840 0.874 0.893 0.641 0.774 0.830 0.873

(a) CL-KGA 0.922 0.948 0.958 0.962 0.794 0.872 0.897 0.916
VSM 0.799 0.886 0.910 0.928 0.638 0.793 0.837 0.876
CL-ASA 0.674 0.797 0.828 0.861 0.537 0.706 0.767 0.816
CL-ESA 0.682 0.788 0.826 0.860 0.488 0.617 0.671 0.723
CL-C3G 0.500 0.678 0.749 0.810 0.201 0.390 0.485 0.588

Translated (b) S2Net 0.645 0.770 0.816 0.856 0.514 0.681 0.751 0.805
automatic BAE 0.513 0.724 0.790 0.841 0.309 0.514 0.610 0.699

obfuscation XCNN 0.472 0.651 0.725 0.789 0.363 0.559 0.646 0.727

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.887 0.925 0.941 0.949 0.749 0.831 0.856 0.879
CWASA (S2Net) 0.867 0.914 0.926 0.940 0.609 0.738 0.784 0.824
CWASA (BAE) 0.543 0.701 0.760 0.806 0.409 0.557 0.620 0.682

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.925 0.952 0.958 0.962 0.817 0.885 0.908 0.925
KBSim (VSM) 0.932 0.957 0.963 0.966 0.802 0.879 0.900 0.920
KBSim (BAE) 0.923 0.948 0.958 0.964 0.799 0.877 0.899 0.916
KBSim (XCNN) 0.865 0.912 0.928 0.938 0.751 0.850 0.877 0.899

Table 3: Spanish-English performance analysis in terms of type of obfuscation for the
plagiarism cases and R@k, where k = {1, 5, 10, 20}.

algorithm employed. In Section 6.4 we will also study the statistical differ-
ences of all the models to analyse if these conduct to significant differences
when detecting plagiarism. We note that with the current parameters of
Algorithm 1, R@5 is the recall upper-bound for the plagiarism detection
performed in Section 6.4.
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Case Spanish-English German-English
length Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20

(a) CL-KGA 0.935 0.957 0.963 0.966 0.807 0.883 0.905 0.924
VSM 0.820 0.903 0.925 0.939 0.655 0.802 0.842 0.881
CL-ASA 0.701 0.820 0.847 0.878 0.554 0.719 0.779 0.828
CL-ESA 0.707 0.808 0.841 0.872 0.503 0.631 0.681 0.729
CL-C3G 0.508 0.690 0.761 0.822 0.197 0.382 0.475 0.580

Long (b) S2Net 0.662 0.785 0.830 0.867 0.523 0.688 0.757 0.812
length XCNN 0.486 0.663 0.735 0.800 0.351 0.545 0.634 0.717
cases BAE 0.524 0.741 0.807 0.857 0.307 0.513 0.608 0.699

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.906 0.941 0.952 0.958 0.762 0.840 0.865 0.888
CWASA (S2Net) 0.886 0.928 0.939 0.950 0.618 0.744 0.788 0.828
CWASA (BAE) 0.559 0.715 0.772 0.818 0.419 0.560 0.620 0.679

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.938 0.958 0.962 0.967 0.831 0.896 0.917 0.932
KBSim (VSM) 0.944 0.963 0.967 0.969 0.817 0.890 0.909 0.928
KBSim (BAE) 0.937 0.956 0.964 0.968 0.812 0.888 0.907 0.924
KBSim (XCNN) 0.888 0.927 0.939 0.947 0.767 0.857 0.883 0.906

(a) CL-KGA 0.920 0.948 0.957 0.962 0.792 0.870 0.895 0.913
VSM 0.800 0.886 0.910 0.928 0.637 0.792 0.836 0.876
CL-ASA 0.673 0.796 0.827 0.860 0.530 0.701 0.761 0.812
CL-ESA 0.688 0.794 0.831 0.865 0.488 0.618 0.671 0.723
CL-C3G 0.502 0.678 0.748 0.809 0.201 0.389 0.485 0.591

Medium (b) S2Net 0.647 0.771 0.815 0.856 0.516 0.681 0.749 0.802
length XCNN 0.476 0.656 0.727 0.794 0.365 0.563 0.648 0.728
cases BAE 0.517 0.728 0.793 0.842 0.309 0.515 0.611 0.699

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.888 0.926 0.939 0.947 0.746 0.828 0.853 0.877
CWASA (S2Net) 0.870 0.917 0.927 0.941 0.611 0.738 0.784 0.823
CWASA (BAE) 0.546 0.704 0.761 0.809 0.412 0.560 0.621 0.683

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.924 0.951 0.957 0.961 0.816 0.884 0.906 0.924
KBSim (VSM) 0.931 0.957 0.962 0.965 0.801 0.876 0.898 0.917
KBSim (BAE) 0.921 0.948 0.957 0.963 0.799 0.874 0.896 0.913
KBSim (XCNN) 0.868 0.914 0.929 0.939 0.749 0.848 0.876 0.900

(a) CL-KGA 0.913 0.943 0.954 0.959 0.779 0.860 0.888 0.907
VSM 0.787 0.876 0.902 0.922 0.621 0.780 0.825 0.867
CL-ASA 0.659 0.783 0.815 0.850 0.513 0.684 0.748 0.800
CL-ESA 0.673 0.780 0.820 0.855 0.473 0.602 0.658 0.713
CL-C3G 0.494 0.669 0.740 0.802 0.201 0.389 0.486 0.590

Short (b) S2Net 0.633 0.758 0.806 0.848 0.501 0.668 0.738 0.793
length XCNN 0.463 0.644 0.716 0.782 0.361 0.559 0.646 0.728
cases BAE 0.503 0.713 0.780 0.831 0.305 0.508 0.601 0.691

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.877 0.918 0.934 0.943 0.732 0.818 0.844 0.868
CWASA (S2Net) 0.856 0.906 0.918 0.933 0.593 0.724 0.772 0.812
CWASA (BAE) 0.532 0.692 0.751 0.800 0.393 0.543 0.606 0.672

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.917 0.947 0.954 0.959 0.802 0.873 0.897 0.917
KBSim (VSM) 0.924 0.953 0.959 0.963 0.787 0.866 0.891 0.911
KBSim (BAE) 0.914 0.943 0.954 0.961 0.785 0.865 0.889 0.907
KBSim (XCNN) 0.853 0.903 0.921 0.933 0.735 0.838 0.868 0.893

Table 4: Spanish-English performance analysis in terms of plagiarism case length and
R@k, where k = {1, 5, 10, 20}.
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6.3.1. Cross-language similarity ranking in function of the type of plagiarism
cases

In this section we analyse the R@k of the models in function of the type
of plagiarism case. We divide plagiarism cases in function of the type ob-
fuscation — translated obfuscation and translated manual obfuscation —
employed to generate the case, and in function of the case length — short,
medium, and long23. Most of the highlights of Section 6.3 persist when dis-
criminating in function of the type of case. However, there are several points
to note. In Table 3, attending to the obfuscation type, note the difficulty of
detection. The translated manual obfuscation has manual correction after
the automatic translation and generates cases with paraphrasing in order to
hide the plagiarism. Therefore, it has been more difficult to detect similarity
between such type of cases. Attending to the models, CL-ESA, based on a
representation by similarities with a collection of documents, outperformed
CL-ASA in cases with manual obfuscation. Logical if we consider that ESA
was originally meant for tasks of relatedness rather than plagiarism.

In Table 4 we can see the results in function of the case length. In op-
position to the short cases, the similarity between long cases of plagiarism
has been the easiest to detect. The additional information that long cases
provided, made easier the models to represent and to discriminate between
texts. However, those differences in performance rarely exceed 2%. The
exception was the CL-ASA model, that suffered a higher decay when cases
became shorter. This may be produced for the document length component
included inside the model, that is more precise normalising larger cases of
plagiarism. Note that KBSim (S2Net) obtained the highest results indepen-
dently of the type of obfuscation and case length analysed, which highlights
its performance for CL similarity analysis and plagiarism detection.

6.4. Experiment B: Cross-language plagiarism detection

In this section we compare the continuous word representation, CWASA,
and KBSim models with several state-of-the-art approaches using the PAN-
PC-11 dataset for CL plagiarism detection. We show the results in the Ta-
ble 5. Although both English and German are Germanic languages, due to
their grammatical differences, the additional difficulty of detection in DE-EN

23We followed the PAN-PC-11 setup and considered as short cases those with less than
700 characters. Long cases are those larger than 5,000 characters.
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Spanish-English German-English
Model Plag Prec Rec Gran Plag Prec Rec Gran

(a) CL-KGA 0.620 0.696 0.558 1.000 0.520 0.601 0.460 1.004
VSM 0.564 0.630 0.517 1.010 0.414 0.524 0.362 1.048
CL-ASA 0.517 0.690 0.448 1.071 0.406 0.604 0.344 1.113
CL-ESA 0.471 0.535 0.448 1.048 0.269 0.402 0.230 1.125
CL-C3G 0.373 0.563 0.324 1.148 0.115 0.316 0.080 1.166

(b) S2Net 0.514 0.734 0.440 1.098 0.379 0.669 0.304 1.148
XCNN 0.386 0.738 0.310 1.189 0.270 0.664 0.196 1.174
BAE 0.440 0.736 0.360 1.142 0.212 0.482 0.150 1.120

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.609 0.686 0.547 1.001 0.492 0.611 0.430 1.037
CWASA (S2Net) 0.607 0.693 0.542 1.002 0.408 0.585 0.353 1.111
CWASA (BAE) 0.354 0.546 0.296 1.121 0.237 0.478 0.176 1.122

(d) KBSim (XCNN) 0.644 0.765 0.556 1.000 0.561 0.723 0.463 1.010
KBSim (S2Net) 0.623 0.701 0.560 1.000 0.536 0.614 0.477 1.002
KBSim (VSM) 0.621 0.697 0.559 1.000 0.523 0.599 0.465 1.002
KBSim (BAE) 0.622 0.704 0.557 1.000 0.521 0.592 0.468 1.004

Table 5: Spanish-English and German-English performance analysis in terms of plagdet
(Plag), precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and granularity (Gran).

is also present in this experiment. The decay of plagdet — the overall score
for plagiarism detection — ranges between 8%-27% when comparing DE-EN
with ES-EN results. The lowest results were obtained with CL-C3G, that
did not found enough lexical and syntactic similarities to model the content
properly using character n-grams. The CL-ESA and CL-ASA models ob-
tained a similar recall but the latter one excelled in precision and increased
its plagdet. In fact, CL-ESA offered a higher number of false positives and
highlighted again its semantic relatedness nature beyond plagiarism. Finally,
the CL-KGA model was the best state-of-the-art approach and obtained the
highest results in both ES-EN and DE-EN language pairs. Note that the
best possible value of granularity is 1.0, which means that our model is not
detecting single as multiple cases of plagiarism or vice versa. Note also that
CL-ASA and CL-KGA are in tie in terms of precision. However, CL-KGA
excelled in recall (specially in DE-EN).

As we also pointed out in Section 6.3, the continuous word representation
models which represent documents based on the sum of word vectors offered
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an average performance for this task.24 The S2Net model outperformed
BAE and XCNN but remained inferior CL-KGA. We can see close values in
terms of precision between S2Net and XCNN. However, S2Net’s recall has
been higher than 10% in all the tests. This, joint to the highest granularity,
penalised XCNN’s plagdet.

The models of group (c) — using CWASA to measure similarity — no-
tably improved the performance of S2Net, BAE, and XCNN. We appreciate
how, specially with XCNN, the recall and granularity improved with a low im-
pact in the precision. In contrast to S2Net and BAE, that use a bag-of-words
format to learn vectors of documents, XCNN directly generated continuous
vectors of words. These vectors found in CWASA and excellent complement
in order to accurately measure CL similarity. Note that in this experiment
we used Algorithm 1 to analyse the similarities and to determine what is
plagiarism. To do this, Algorithm 1 retrieved the five most similar fragments
with each text fragment in the other language. This penalised BAE that, as
we mentioned in Section 6.3, has a low variance between continuous vectors
and made more difficult to correctly align them.

Finally, the combination of vector representations with knowledge graphs,
made the KBSim models of group (d) to obtain the overall highest results. In
fact, KBSim (XCNN) outperformed the original KBSim (VSM), and was the
best model of the evaluation, independently of the language pair analysed.
This confirms that knowledge graphs and continuous models capture different
aspects of text and complement each other. This also proves the potential of
KBSim for the tasks of CL similarity analysis and plagiarism detection.

Despite the high R@k of some models (see Section 6.3), the final values
of recall, and consequently plagdet, considerably decreased. We note that
this is normal if we consider that recall must be reduced in order to obtain
a precise model. This also demonstrates the potential and limitations of
Algorithm 1 for plagiarism detection.

After analysing the performance of the models, we are also interested in
analysing which differences are statistically significant. In order to analyse
this, we used bootstrap resampling25 (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) to mea-

24Although S2Net and BAE directly learn representations of text, note that this com-
position is internally based on the use of a bag-of-words format, that employs the sum of
word vectors.

25Bootstrap methods are generally superior to parametric tests for small datasets — as
the dataset in hand — or where sample distributions are non-normal. The statistical tests
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Figure 4: Plagdet score (%) of the compared models with confidence intervals for the
Spanish-English and German-English partitions. Non-overlapped intervals among models
represent statistically significant differences.

sure the plagdet of the models in ES-EN and DE-EN including also their
confidence intervals. We show the results in Figure 4. The KBSim and CL-
KGA models do not show significant improvements between them for ES-EN.
Despite the average higher KBSim (XCNN) performance, these results show
that CL-KGA or other KBSim models could perform at the same level or

were calculated with an α of 0.05 and 1,000 samplings.
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higher. In contrast, KBSim (XCNN) and KBSim (S2Net) offer significant
differences in DE-EN. However, the larger confidence intervals for DE-EN
with KBSim (S2Net) denote a higher variability in performance. With re-
spect to the CWASA model, CWASA (XCNN) and CWASA (S2Net) are
notably superior to XCNN and S2Net. This highlights again the potential
of CWASA and alignments for continuous word-based similarity analysis. In
addition, CWASA (XCNN) proved to be also superior to CWASA (S2Net)
in DE-EN and therefore the most stable. Finally, note that KBSim (XCNN)
had the shortest distance between intervals of the same model across lan-
guage pairs. This 4% division manifests that the model is the most stable
across languages for CL plagiarism detection.

6.4.1. Cross-language plagiarism detection in function of the type of plagia-
rism cases

In this last experiment we analyse the performance of the models in func-
tion of the type of plagiarism case for CL plagiarism detection. As in Sec-
tion 6.3.1, we divide plagiarism cases in function of the type obfuscation
employed to generate the case, and in function of the case length. We note
the highlights of the models with respect to the general plagiarism detection
analysis of Section 6.4.

In Table 6, attending to the obfuscation type, we note again the additional
difficulty for cases with manual obfuscation. In this experiment there is
an additional handicap compared to the experiment of Section 6.3.1: the
detailed analysis and proprocessing Algorithm 1. In the statistics of Table 6.1
we observe ten times less cases with manual obfuscation. In addition, we
verified that most of them are short length cases, which are generally covered
by a single text fragment (see Section 3 to more information about the size of
fragments, the division of documents with slide window and the Algorithm 1).
Therefore, Algorithm 1 fails detecting most of this type of cases because of
its nature: it needs offset overlaps of at least two detections in the five most
similar fragments. Despite this fact, we observe that KBSim has been the
best detector independently of the type of obfuscation, with special mention
to KBSim (S2Net) in DE-EN for manual obfuscation cases of plagiarism. In
contrast, the KBSim (XCNN) model obtained the best results for automatic
obfuscation cases. Since these cases are more numerous, this model obtained
the overall best results in Section 6.4. We also note that the 1.0 value of
granularity is normal when detecting cases with large distance between them.
Hence the high occurrence in the tables.
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Type of Spanish-English German-English
obfuscation Model Plag Prec Rec Gran Plag Prec Rec Gran

(a) CL-KGA 0.139 0.158 0.124 1.000 0.169 0.207 0.143 1.000
VSM 0.102 0.121 0.088 1.000 0.109 0.147 0.086 1.000
CL-ASA 0.100 0.146 0.076 1.000 0.085 0.137 0.062 1.000
CL-ESA 0.092 0.107 0.081 1.000 0.078 0.122 0.057 1.000
CL-C3G 0.072 0.104 0.054 1.000 0.042 0.053 0.035 1.000

Translated (b) S2Net 0.091 0.141 0.067 1.000 0.115 0.173 0.086 1.000
manual BAE 0.085 0.191 0.055 1.000 0.088 0.113 0.072 1.000

obfuscation XCNN 0.077 0.116 0.058 1.000 0.085 0.160 0.058 1.000

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.117 0.143 0.099 1.000 0.168 0.212 0.140 1.000
CWASA (S2Net) 0.124 0.147 0.107 1.000 0.139 0.184 0.111 1.000
CWASA (BAE) 0.081 0.131 0.059 1.000 0.056 0.095 0.040 1.000

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.139 0.151 0.129 1.000 0.196 0.224 0.174 1.000
KBSim (VSM) 0.143 0.166 0.126 1.000 0.176 0.229 0.143 1.000
KBSim (BAE) 0.132 0.152 0.116 1.000 0.183 0.226 0.155 1.000
KBSim (XCNN) 0.129 0.154 0.111 1.000 0.176 0.222 0.145 1.000

(a) CL-KGA 0.660 0.742 0.595 1.000 0.556 0.642 0.493 1.004
VSM 0.603 0.673 0.553 1.011 0.445 0.562 0.391 1.053
CL-ASA 0.552 0.736 0.479 1.077 0.439 0.652 0.373 1.125
CL-ESA 0.503 0.571 0.479 1.052 0.288 0.431 0.247 1.137
CL-C3G 0.398 0.602 0.347 1.160 0.122 0.343 0.085 1.183

Translated (b) S2Net 0.550 0.784 0.471 1.106 0.406 0.719 0.326 1.164
automatic BAE 0.470 0.781 0.386 1.154 0.224 0.520 0.158 1.132

obfuscation XCNN 0.412 0.791 0.331 1.205 0.289 0.715 0.210 1.191

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.650 0.732 0.585 1.001 0.525 0.651 0.460 1.040
CWASA (S2Net) 0.648 0.739 0.579 1.002 0.436 0.626 0.378 1.123
CWASA (BAE) 0.377 0.581 0.316 1.131 0.255 0.517 0.190 1.134

(d) KBSim (XCNN) 0.688 0.816 0.594 1.000 0.600 0.775 0.496 1.012
KBSim (S2Net) 0.663 0.747 0.596 1.000 0.571 0.653 0.508 1.002
KBSim (VSM) 0.661 0.742 0.596 1.000 0.559 0.637 0.498 1.002
KBSim (BAE) 0.663 0.751 0.594 1.000 0.556 0.630 0.500 1.005

Table 6: Spanish-English and German-English performance analysis in terms of type of
obfuscation, plagdet (Plag), precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and granularity (Gran).

In Table 7 we can see the results in function of the case length. It is
interesting that CL-ASA outperformed CL-KGA for ES-EN long cases. The
alignment model included in CL-ASA eased the detection of long cases —
mostly composed by automatic translated cases — and increased the preci-
sion. In fact, this model was originally meant for detecting verbatim plagia-
rism cases. In contrast, we observe that the model did not excelled for short
cases of plagiarism, and was outperformed by CL-ESA. Overall, with excep-
tion of short DE-EN cases, KBSim (XCNN) obtained the best results in all
the experiments. We also note its difference in performance for long cases
of plagiarism compared to KBSim (S2Net). These facts manifest KBSim
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Case Spanish-English German-English
length Model Plag Prec Rec Gran Plag Prec Rec Gran

(a) CL-KGA 0.406 0.414 0.398 1.000 0.366 0.392 0.347 1.006
CL-ASA 0.411 0.535 0.375 1.106 0.339 0.513 0.299 1.168
VSM 0.399 0.416 0.391 1.016 0.320 0.386 0.300 1.077
CL-ESA 0.351 0.388 0.352 1.076 0.220 0.329 0.198 1.176
CL-C3G 0.299 0.467 0.269 1.207 0.090 0.275 0.064 1.227

Long (b) S2Net 0.411 0.587 0.368 1.145 0.322 0.589 0.269 1.212
length XCNN 0.327 0.655 0.271 1.253 0.230 0.619 0.170 1.234
cases BAE 0.369 0.631 0.314 1.200 0.178 0.449 0.127 1.159

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.407 0.420 0.397 1.002 0.361 0.430 0.337 1.063
CWASA (S2Net) 0.413 0.432 0.398 1.003 0.323 0.470 0.294 1.173
CWASA (BAE) 0.283 0.433 0.250 1.171 0.211 0.405 0.164 1.158

(d) KBSim (XCNN) 0.431 0.467 0.400 1.000 0.410 0.499 0.356 1.019
KBSim (BAE) 0.408 0.418 0.400 1.000 0.367 0.387 0.352 1.008
KBSim (S2Net) 0.406 0.413 0.400 1.000 0.365 0.386 0.348 1.003
KBSim (VSM) 0.407 0.414 0.400 1.000 0.364 0.384 0.347 1.003

(a) CL-KGA 0.224 0.224 0.225 1.000 0.211 0.231 0.193 1.000
VSM 0.205 0.215 0.196 1.000 0.155 0.183 0.134 1.000
CL-ASA 0.174 0.224 0.142 1.000 0.149 0.204 0.117 1.000
CL-ESA 0.164 0.174 0.156 1.000 0.092 0.113 0.078 1.000
CL-C3G 0.131 0.175 0.105 1.000 0.041 0.070 0.029 1.000

Medium (b) S2Net 0.176 0.240 0.139 1.000 0.135 0.217 0.098 1.000
length XCNN 0.127 0.221 0.089 1.000 0.096 0.204 0.063 1.000
cases BAE 0.148 0.241 0.107 1.000 0.072 0.126 0.051 1.000

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.221 0.223 0.218 1.000 0.194 0.221 0.173 1.000
CWASA (S2Net) 0.219 0.226 0.212 1.000 0.155 0.196 0.129 1.000
CWASA (BAE) 0.115 0.157 0.090 1.000 0.068 0.107 0.050 1.000

(d) KBSim (XCNN) 0.237 0.254 0.221 1.000 0.225 0.276 0.190 1.000
KBSim (S2Net) 0.221 0.218 0.223 1.000 0.221 0.240 0.205 1.000
KBSim (VSM) 0.223 0.222 0.225 1.000 0.214 0.232 0.198 1.000
KBSim (BAE) 0.224 0.224 0.224 1.000 0.210 0.227 0.196 1.000

(a) CL-KGA 0.012 0.009 0.021 1.000 0.011 0.008 0.018 1.000
VSM 0.009 0.006 0.014 1.000 0.007 0.005 0.011 1.000
CL-ESA 0.009 0.006 0.015 1.000 0.005 0.003 0.008 1.000
CL-ASA 0.006 0.005 0.009 1.000 0.006 0.005 0.009 1.000
CL-C3G 0.005 0.004 0.006 1.000 0.004 0.003 0.005 1.000

Short (b) S2Net 0.008 0.007 0.010 1.000 0.008 0.006 0.010 1.000
length XCNN 0.006 0.006 0.006 1.000 0.009 0.009 0.009 1.000
cases BAE 0.003 0.003 0.004 1.000 0.005 0.004 0.007 1.000

(c) CWASA (XCNN) 0.011 0.008 0.019 1.000 0.009 0.007 0.015 1.000
CWASA (S2Net) 0.012 0.009 0.018 1.000 0.007 0.005 0.011 1.000
CWASA (BAE) 0.005 0.003 0.007 1.000 0.004 0.004 0.005 1.000

(d) KBSim (S2Net) 0.015 0.010 0.025 1.000 0.013 0.010 0.023 1.000
KBSim (XCNN) 0.015 0.011 0.022 1.000 0.010 0.007 0.017 1.000
KBSim (BAE) 0.013 0.009 0.021 1.000 0.012 0.008 0.019 1.000
KBSim (VSM) 0.012 0.009 0.021 1.000 0.011 0.008 0.018 1.000

Table 7: Spanish-English and German-English performance analysis in terms of plagiarism
case length, plagdet (Plag), precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and granularity (Gran).
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(XCNN) versatility for the task of CL plagiarism detection.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we applied multilingual continuous representations for the
task of cross-language plagiarism detection. We compared existing S2Net,
BAE, and XCNN models with several state-of-the-art approaches. In addi-
tion, we introduced CWASA, a new continuous word alignment-based model
for tasks of similarity analysis. Finally, we studied the convergence between
knowledge-based and continuous representation-based methods. We inte-
grated the latter models in the state-of-the-art KBSim model. Thanks to this
combination, KBSim (XCNN) offered state-of-the-art performance on the
Spanish-English and German-English partitions of the PAN-PC-11 dataset.
The study of the model in function of the type of plagiarism case — trans-
lated obfuscation, translated manual obfuscation, short, medium, and long
cases — proved also its superiority. This confirms that knowledge graphs
and continuous models capture different aspects of text and complement
each other. This also proves the potential of KBSim for the tasks of CL
similarity analysis and plagiarism detection. The comparison of the contin-
uous representation models showed that S2Net is the best alternative when
the document representation is a vector. However, without outperforming
KBSim (XCNN), the use of CWASA notably increased the results of these
models. CWASA (XCNN), completely designed to generate continuous rep-
resentations of words, was best alternative.

For future work we will continue exploring the use of knowledge graphs,
multilingual continuous representations, and how to combine them for tasks
of cross-language similarity analysis. In addition, we will evaluate the per-
formance of CWASA for monolingual similarity with other continuous word
representations such as the popular continuous skip-gram and continuous
bag-of-words models (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b). Finally, we are interested into
explore detailed analysis and postprocessing alternatives in order to detect
plagiarism more accurately.
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